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MctorBurgin

In a telephone conversation witl-r Burgin on 4 Attgust,

rgg5 he referred to hrs n-rodification of digitized images

anci said that I're wanted tl'rerll to be "ntore abstract", so

as to "look more painterly". Tire term ttsed by Br-rrgin,

" ch ier rosctt ro " (also "l igl-rt-dark" ) in "Pl-rotograph ic

Pr:rctice and Art Tl-reory'" (Studio Intemationai, July-

Arrgtrst ryj j, p.45) is one whicl'r has strong associations

rvith the l-ristory of graphic art and painting' Black-ancl-

u,hite photography proved itself to be oper-r to artistic

rnanipuiation to the extent that it sl 'rowed itself capabie

of differentiatior-r and modification, thtts giving rise to

inclividual styles tl-rrough the choice of frarr-re, of aper-

ture, of l ighting and processing producing different

tones. Thus photography becarne a competitor of real-

istic paintir-rg both because of its "painterly" possibil i-

t ies and because of tl 're "chiaroscllro".

Thomas Dreher

Angelus Novus

Pictorial and Textual Signs
Victor Burgin's main form of piesentation since r97r has beel series of photo-

texts: the texts explicitly exemPli|/ing how photographs may be analyzed

semantically. In VI ' '97) and Lei Feng (rgl+) the English concept artist was

preoccupied with the difference and the connection between the semantics

specific io texts and to pictorial images. Since his Porlrait of Waldo Lydecker

and A suii)re, in r99r, Br-rrgin has been reducing textual signs to insertions

of just a few words into sequences of digitized and re-worked photographic raw

material.
In Angehrs Nloyus (rqql) Burgin expands a front view of a woman's face into a

triptyJh by addiry, on either side of the portrait, photographs of a Second

Wtria War bo-b b.ing dropped - one of which is reversed. The face of the

yolrng woman is an excerpt from a photograph which Burgin took in rg8o

tr, , Jr..t in Lyon (cf . Lyon, rg8o). Burgin fed the mechanical photo-reproduc-

tions into a digitized processor under real light conditions by means of a

scanner. the iitle of ih. work is a reference to Walter Benjamin's philosophy

of history as expressed in his essay on Paul Klee's drawing Angelus Novus

(r9zo), a work which Benjamin owned until his flight to Paris in June ry4o'

(cf. Scholem, Werckmeister)

Iconic Codes and Digitization
Burgin's use of computer-ass]sted image processin gin Angelus I\ovus impairs

the iepresentationaf legibility of the black and white photographs as a result of

modifications in the tones, but it does not dispense with it altogether. These

modifications in the photographic raw material themselves refer to the pictorial

history of light-drrk url.,.s: this differentiation (Luhmann) of light-dark values

was achieved with the aid of analogue means of production - both the manual

means of graphics and painting and the mechanical means of photography.

Thus i" Bltgi"'s Angelus Noyus a fr-rsion takes place between the "chiaroscuro

of the photographic image" (Bur gin ry7), now the digiti zed rmage, and the

"paintärly" fäature generated by the electronic transformation of the image. In

the on-going discourse on painting, drawing, sculpture and_architecture since

Heinrich WoURi", the "palnterly't i, ,.grrded as the formal complement of the

"l inear".t

For Roland Barthes, the mechanically created "chiaroscuro of the photographic

image" gave rise to a theory of the photograph as a "message without codes".

B.,rgin contradicted this theory in ry75 in "Photographic Practice and Art

ThÄry", ". . .  lU-berto] Eco reminds us that there can be no uncoded visual

message, as the act of perceiving is a decoding operation." Following Eco,

Burgii regards visual perception as only possible by means of binary coding.

An artist', s.h.-e for th. pioduction of a picture with analogue and digital

means contains codes which posit differences'

According to Eco, through transformations into artistic pictorial media such as

painting Jr drawing, visual perception results in "weak ... iconic codes", given
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that the signs in the "iconic continuum .. . (have) no significance in them-

selves". Allernations between "selected features" and "pertinent properties" form

a "whole sequence of idiolects". The pictorial signs assume "contextual signi-

ficance" because unlike "linguistic phenomena" they do not constitute "a system

of fixed differences". In Angelus Novus Burgin reworks photographic raw

material with the aid of a computer in the sense of "painterly" "idiolects". He is

concerned neither with an uncoded mechanical pictorial medium) nor with a

digitized pictorial medium with "fixed differences" like language. What he

is concerned with is the recovery of artistic "idiolects" by means of digital trans-

formation. He constructs a realism which is both digitized and painterly.

Angelus Novus
(Street Photography)
1995, tn iptych

3 digi ta l  pr ints,  213.4 x 91.5 cm each,

totaf  d imension:-  213.4 x 274.5 cm
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Urrrberto F.co,F,infühnmg in die Semiotik, Municlr

r972.

Jrrlia Kristeva , Le r*,olution du langage poötique, Paris

r974.

Niklas Ltrhrlann, Dla Ausdifferenzierung des

Kunsfsslsienzs, Wabern-Berne 1994.
(lershom Scl-rolem, "Walter Beniamln ulrd sein

Engel" ,  in Siegfr ied Unseld (ed.) ,Zur Aktual i töt

\\'alter Benjatnins, Frankfi-rrt an'r Main t972.

Peter Weibel , Die Beschleunigung der Bilder in der

Chronokrotie, Berne 1987.

Otto K. Werckmeister, "Walter Beniamin, Par,rl Klee

trncl cler'Engel der Gescl-richte"' (1976), in

Werckrneister,Versuche über PatLl K/ee, Frankfurt ant

N4ain r98r.

H e i rr r i ch Wö I ffl i n, Ku n st ge s ch i chtl i ch e Cr un db e griffe

(r9r 5), Basle / Stuttgart 1976.

Telefilm-without-End
For Burgin the computer is an instrument for reworking basic pl-rotographic

and typographic elements (Burgin 4 August,rgg5: "The computer is a tool").

He looks upon it as one apparatus among the many which make the everyday

interchange of images between different media (photography, film TV, video,

CD-ROM, printing) possible, the so-called "telefilm-without-end" (Burgin r99r).

In ry75 already, Burgin made a reference to this pictorial exchange: "Eco

refers ... to the systems for storing, transmitting and displaying pictures with the

aid of computers, in which the appare ntly analogical has been interpreted

in digital terms. He also points out that modern reproductive processes, from

half-tone blocks to TV images, present us with discontinuous systems."

Through the interchangeability of images between the different media facili-

tated by digitization, specific pictorial features, whose differentiation is closely

related to the history of individual media, also become transferable at will.

If computer art in the r96os was stil l a linear and abstract art, in the rg8os it be-

came an art which simr-rlated realistic images thanks to differentiated digitiza-

tion. Burgin turns his back on an art which merely demonstrates the simulation

potential of computer-assisted image processing by reference to itself. He works

with computer-assisted image processing and digitized photographs in such a

way as to almost expound the problems which arise from inter-media exchange.

Computer euphoria is relativised by refe rences to specific features of the pic-

torial media of painting and photography.

D e- and Re-Territorial ization
Peter Weibel described the history of the pictorial media - from paintings exe-

cr-rted by handicraft, via mechanical reproduction in photography and film

(as moving photomontage) to computer-assisted image processing - as an accel-

eration of image sequences in the dimension of time. Burgin demonstrates his

reservations about this kind of future-orientated 'techno-discours' by recollrse to

Benjamin's "New Angel". As Benjamin outlines in his Über den Begriff der

Geschichte, the wings of this angel are inflated by a "storm from paradise", as a

result of which the angel is swept "into the future", "on which he turns his

back, while the heap of rubble in front of him mounts up into the sky". The
"New Angel" turns away from the techno-discourse and - as an "Angel of

History" - devotes himself to the question of "where the idea of tradition and

history comes from" (Burgin 4 August , rgg5): "The historian is a backward-

looking prophet." (Benjamin) In the course of the search for answers what

need to be considered are the contradictions between territorially and eth-

nically orientated "identity politics" (Burgin r99r, r99j) and de-territorialized

multi-media systems, whereby the latter also make other individualizations

possible; such as that of the "international community of adolescence" (Burgin

4 Ar-rgust,rggj on Rap etc.). The interplay between de- and re-territonaliza-

tion both restricts and opens up possibilities for future constructions of social

codes.
The planes of reference between de- and re-territoriahzation are also implicit

in the title which Burgin considered as an alternative to Angelus Norus, namely
'street Photography'. This is the term which Br-rrgin uses to describe the photo-

graphs of Henri Cartier-Bresson and Lee Friedlander, as well as the portrait in

the middle panel of his own work (Burgin 4 August , L9g). He explains that "the

genre of 'street photography' requires that nothing be staged" (Burgin 1986).
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However, in the case of Angelus Novus - as oPposed to the street photographs

in his photo-text-series lqo" of rg8o - in the close-up of the face of the

"you',i girl in the street'; (Burgin 4 August, 1995) nothing is-to be seen of the

,urroääings: the street photograph has become a portrait' In Angelus Novus

Burgin ,uri, himself ofir"o p.rtp"ctives - the front view on the street and

from the air - in order to draw atiention to the fault-lines between de- and re-

territorialization. only from the distance - from the bird's eye viewpoint -

does the street itself become a pictorial motif. up close, it disintegrates into

isolated objects. Concentration on particular c_lose-ups and distant views has

be en part of the history both of the medium of photography (Weibel's "Der

orbitale Blick: De, A.,fstieg des Auges") and of the medium of film (close-up).

De-Syn-Thesizing
The ph'otographs on thZ side panels can be read as the wings of an "Angel"

whose face on the middl. prn.l gazesout through and behind the observer'

This reading of the side pÄ.1, as"angel's wings is facilitated by the contour of a

shoreline in the upper prrt, of the photographs, reminiscent of the inner out-

line which the ,rir.d'rtitg-rr-s'for- with the head in Klee's Angelus Novus

drawing. The representations on the side wings of Burgin's triptych can be reld

as angel's wings .rrrying bombs. Alongside this reading of the combination of

photographs as a ,.f.r.nce to imaginaiive-concepts (for example, the Archangel

Michael in the Fall of the Damn.d to Hell), another interpretation is also con-

ceivable which would place the internal camera position in the photographs

in relation to the location of the observe r in front of the triptych'

The observer's gaze at the side wings of the triptych, and the gaze of th-e

female face onihe middle panel rt *hrt is lying behind the observer' form two

inter-penetrating triangles. Wftit. the obse wer gazes past the middle panel

at the two sides irtr.r. ttre bomb is being dropped, the woman in the middle

panel 'looks' past the observer on both tid.t at something unknown behind

him.
In Burgin's triptych the angle of vision of the camera in the side panels-is that

of Angelu, Nourr, the birdis eye view , gazing"at the heap of rubble in front

of him,,. But at the same time, unfortÄately, it is also that of the bomber pilot'

The observer in front of the triptych sees himself confronted with the face in

the middle panel and, with ,espect to the side wings, can locate himself either

in the position of the fighter plane or of Angelus l\ovus: Do the tensions

evoked in the observeriy thlse three possible locations resolve themselves
,,kaleidoscopically" in the "continuum of ... constantly shifting picture

patterns,, in"'r-,' 'eiiatic imagespace"? or do the tensions implicit in a relatively

restricted number of possiülelocations put up sufficient opposition to the

,,kaleidoscopic", inteiminable rotation äf the.pictorial sequences in the "tele-

film-without-end" - as if turned by an invisible hand? (Burgin Iggr,1995)

Burgin's suggestion is to create counter-movements to the closed symbolic

*orld, by intloducing "idiolects" into the public image media, or by trans-

forming strong .od., i.to weak ones, but without "shattering"'the "mediatic

i*rg.r!r..".f, it stil l possible to "desynthesize"3 the symbolic in "mediatic

i-r[.rprce" by 
-."n, 

of the semiotic, or is the world of the pictorial media

,tr.äai too heimetically sealed to allow access to "idiolects"?

Tr anslation : P auline Cumb er s

Cf. Walter B en i ar-r'rin, C esammelte S chriften, Vol' r' z''

Frankfurt a.M. ry74, p' 66o: "The course of history as

implied in the tern-r catastropl're, cannot n-rake any

nore demands on a thinking Person than a kaleido-

scope in the l-rands of a child, in wl'ricl'r at each nerv

turn all that was once ordered is thrown ir-rto a new

order .. . The concepts of tl'rose ir-r power I'rave alwavs

been the mirrors by means of which the ir-r-rage of

an 'orcler' came into being. The kaleidoscope must be

sl'rattered."
I h'r tl-re process of de-syn-thesizir-rg, the fr'rr-rction of the

synbolic is rnaintained but with a negative sign' De-

syn-thesizing the semiotic is "cot-nt-ne un retottt

'second' de la fonctionalit6 pr-rlsionelle dans le svnbo-

lique, comtue sa transgressiott" "Transgression" and

not clestruction of the referer-rtial sign function coulcl

be the motto of Br-rrgin's painterly realism (Kristeva;

cf. Victor Br-rrgin, The End of ArtTheory, Han-rpshire

1986, p. zz and 84).
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